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ARTS & CULTURE

Japanese Company to End Beloved Candy a�er 114 Years
November 15, 2022

A Japanese company that has produced a beloved candy for 114 years says it will be going out
of business in January.

Tokyo-based Sakumaseika Co recently announced it would be forced to end operations
because of rising production costs, a labor shortage and drops in sales.

�e company’s main and most popular product is called "Sakuma's Drops." �e candy – which
comes in eight di�erent fruit �avors – has been beloved in Japan for generations. �e drops
are famous in Japan and even appeared in a hit anime �lm.

�e discontinuation of the beloved candy caused some people to begin to mourn the treat.

"We always had a can at home when I was in grade school," said 53-year-old sweets-shop
owner Naoe Watanabe. He remembered how he used to use a 10-yen coin to li� open the
container. Sakuma's Drops have been sold in candy shops for 114 years.

"It feels like a sign of the times,” Watanabe said. “�ere are so many choices now, compared to
when I was a kid."

Sakumaseika said it had not raised the price of the product in years. Many Japanese
companies have been unwilling to raise prices even though their material and production
costs have been increasing. Many businesses fear that passing along those costs would turn
o� many buyers.

�e future of Sakumaseika's 100 or so employees remained uncertain, a company
representative said. Company o�cials did not provide comment to reporters from Reuters
news agency.
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Sakumaseika was established in 1908 by candy maker Sojiro Sakuma. �e company produced
the candy through air attacks during World War II.

�e drops appeared in the 1988 anime �lm Grave of the Fire�ies, which is set during the war.
In it, an orphaned girl, struggling to survive with her brother, carries with her the red can of
Sakuma's Drops. It is one of the children’s few belongings a�er their home is destroyed.

Hiroshi Matsuzawa is a store owner on a popular Tokyo shopping street. He told Reuters that
Sakuma's Drops were mostly popular with older people. He noted that a lot of children are
now uninterested in the candy because they have so many other products to choose from.

Teruyo Ishiguro runs a small food store that traditionally is visited by many children walking
home from school. She said she had stopped carrying Sakuma's Drops last year because most
buyers were in their 50s or older.

"It's very sad to see something disappear that's been around for so long," said Ishiguro, who
had been selling the candy for more than 60 years.

I’m Bryan Lynn.

Reuters reported this story. Bryan Lynn adapted the report for VOA Learning English.

___________________________________________________________________

Words in �is Story

�avor – n. the taste of a particular food or drink

grade – n. a school class in which all children are of similar age or ability

orphan – n. a child whose parents are dead

_______________________________________________________________________

What do you think of this story? We want to hear from you. We have a new comment system.
Here is how it works:
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Each time you return to comment on the Learning English site, you can use your account and
see your comments and replies to them. Our comment policy is here.

1. Write your comment in the box.

2. Under the box, you can see four images for social media accounts. �ey are for Disqus,
Facebook, Twitter and Google.

3. Click on one image and a box appears. Enter the login for your social media account. Or
you may create one on the Disqus system. It is the blue circle with “D” on it. It is free.
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